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RUMMEL CREEK FALL 2022 

LION WOLF 

HE WHO MUST NOT BE NAMED 

RUTH BADER GINSBURG 

Maybe the kids can play the roles with English accents…? 

 

SCENE 1 

NARRATOR 

Our story begins in a forbidden forest with an Enchanted Tree. This 

enchanted tree had super powers. It lived for centuries near the 

castle of Hagwarts, which specialized in wizardry at the Chamber 

Pot of Coffee Secrets Coffee Shop.  

The wizard school had a special way in which it made magical 

potions. The world’s finest baristas taught young wizard minds to 

craft potions made of coffee.  

The enchanted tree was seeking the gavel of the supreme wizard 

Ruth Bader Ginsburg who was a student of Hagwarts. The tree 

thought Ruth’s gavel would be able to make the tree even grander.  

The tree called upon the very obedient and well-trained Lion Wolf…  

Narrator as voice of tree “LION WOLF”.  

LION WOLF 

Yes, Enchanted Tree.  

 

 

NARRATOR 

as voice of tree “Bring me the magical gavel of Ruth Bader Ginsburg. 

The gavel will make me all powerful and allow me to make the best 

decisions.” 

And so, the Lion Wolf set out on his task to find Ruth’s Gavel at the 

edge of the forest.  

SCENE 2 

NARRATOR 

Meanwhile, back at Hagwarts, the young wizards Ruth Vader 

Ginsburg and He Who Must Not Be Named were busy concocting 

magical lattes.  

RUTH VADER 

I think I have the perfect balance.  

HE WHO MUST NOT BE NAME (HWMNBN) 

Frustrated. Tasting and it burns his mouth. 

Ouch… Mine is too hot and not right. I cannot do this! Why can’t I 

get my coffee right? 

RUTH VADER 

It takes time.  

HWMNBN 

These coffee potions are dumb. This is dumb. I am out of here.  

Exits.  RUTH drink her lattes and mix coffees 

NARRATOR 

And with that He Who Must Not Be Named left to go on a walk. 

EXIT Ruth 

SCENE 3 
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NARRATOR 

He began to walk to Where the Sidewalk Ends at the edge of the 

Forbidden Forest. At the forest edge he came upon the Lion Wolf… 

LION WOLF 

Well, hello there.  

HWMNBN 

Hello…(Observing he is quite odd) What are you? 

LION WOLF 

I am Lion Wolf. My master made me from both canine and feline.  

HWMNBN 

 Whispers 

I am He Who Must Not be named.  

LION WOLF 

Where do you come from? 

HWMNBN 

I come from the castle Hagwarts. We specialize in crafting potions 

from dumb coffee.  

LION WOLF 

Intrigued as he is looking for Larry Potter 

What brings you here? 

 

 

 

HWMNBN 

I got tired of all my friends making better potions than me. Ruth 

Bader Ginsburg is a supreme coffee maker. She gets on my nerves. 

She makes “the best” coffee lattes.  

Lion Wolf heard the name Ruth Bader and comes up with a plan  

LION WOLF 

 You know what? I know someone that can help you. Come with 

me… 

EXIT  

SCENE 4  

Enter Ruth acting like she is tasting the coffees 

NARRATOR 

Back at Hagwarts Ruth, being the supreme barista she is, was 

tasting through the coffee potions again.  

RUTH 

Hmmmm. Let’s try just a sprinkle of cinnamon.  

She does 

there… 

She tastes 

Mmm. That is really good.  

NARRATOR 

Ruth noticed He Who Must Not Be Named left his coffee cup behind 

when he got angry.  

 

RUTH 
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I wonder where He Who Must NOT be NAMED Went. He left his 

coffee at his station too. It can’t be all that bad… 

She goes to taste  

Oh wow… (she drinks more) this is really good. It just needed to cool 

down. IT’S A COLD BREW! NO WONDER!!! Oh my Gosh. He is going 

to be so excited. Hey!!!  

Calling out to… 

He Who Must Not Be Named… 

EXITS 

SCENE 5 

NARRATOR 

Meanwhile, back at Forbidden Forest the Lion Wolf brought He Who 

Must Not Be Named to Enchanted Tree. They had become very 

good pals of an evil plan.  

LION WOLF 

So, Ruth gets on your nerves, huh? 

HWMNBN 

Yeah. She is such a goodie two shoes. She is like little Miss Perfect 

always brewing the perfect cup of coffee.  

LION WOLF 

Well, I think I have something you must meet.  

He indicates the enchanted tree 

 

 

HWMNBN 

What? (Confused) That’s a tree.  

LION WOLF 

Not just any tree. It is an enchanted tree.  

NARRATOR 

And with that the tree began to speak through its leaves as they 

blew… 

In voice of tree… You must bring me the Gavel of Ruth Bader 

Ginsburg.  

HWMNBN 

The gavel of Ruth…She will never give up her gavel … what do you 

need it for? 

NARRATOR as Tree 

If you want to be powerful, don’t ask silly questions. Just do as I say 

and I will make you the most powerful wizard barista that ever 

lived.  

Evil laugh 

 HWMNBN 

The most powerful wizard barista to ever live? Does this mean I will 

have the best coffee too? 

NARRATOR as Tree 

Of Course or I am just another tree.  

NARRATOR 

And so, the Lion Wolf and He Who Must Not Be Named set off to 

Hagwarts to take the gavel of Ruth Bader Ginsburg.  

SCENE 6    
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NARRATOR 

Enter ruth 

Back at the Chamber Pot of Coffee Secrets, Ruth was eagerly playing 

with coffee blends to try and replicate the cold brew but 

consistently failed.  

RUTH 

If only He Who Must Not Be Named were here. He could tell me 

what I am missing.  

NARRATOR 

Just then He Who Must Be Named and the Lion Wolf entered.  

RUTH  

Oh thank gosh… you are finally here. I have been looking for you 

everywhere. Your coffee is… 

HWMNBN 

GIVE US the Gavel Ruth.  

RUTH 

Confused 

What? 

LION WOLF 

You heard him. Give him the gavel.  

RUTH 

You really ought to put a muzzle on your beast.  

She goes to HWMNBN and walks by the LION WOLF who tries to 

claw her. She responds by using the gavel (made of carboard) and 

bonks the Lion Wolf on the Head.  

HWMNBN 

I have had enough of you Ruth.  

NARRATOR 

Lion Wolf and HWMNBN carry her off to the enchanted forest.  

He Who Must Not Be Named responded in an instant by using his 

magic barista spoon and knocked Ruth out.  

HWMNBN 

Is that what is feels like… 

LION WOLF 

What? 

HWMNBN 

Is that what is feels like to be bad?  

LION WOLF 

Pretty Much… 

HWMNBN 

Confidently and happily 

Well. It feels good to be bad.  

NARRATOR 

And with that Lion Wolf and He Who Must Not Be Named not only 

took Ruth’s gavel but they kidnapped Ruth Bader and took her to 

the Forbidden Forest.  

 

SCENE 7 

NARRATOR 
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As the Lion Wolf and He Who Must Not Be Named carried Ruth to 

the forest, He Who Must Not Be Named started feeling guilty.  

LION WOLF 

Set her down over there at the base of the tree.  

They set her to rest 

 

HWMNBN 

Now what? 

LION WOLF 

We wait! 

 

NARRATOR 

And so, they did… They waited… and waited… and waited until. 

As voice of Tree 

“What have you brought me?” 

HWMNBN 

We brought you the gavel and Ruth Bader Ginsburg as you 

requested.  

LION WOLF 

A mix of Panting and purring 

Yes master… 

 

NARRATOR as voice of TREE 

“I never requested a kidnapping you buffoons. What have you 

done?” 

NARRATOR 

And with that, Ruth awoke gavel in hand and used her gavel to beat 

at the base of the tree and knocked it over.  

As tree “I am defeated” 

 

HWMNBN 

You’re alive and okay? 

RUTH 

Yes. I am alive. I drank the coffee you made. It must have given me 

super powers because I have so much energy. It was a very good ice 

brew pumpkin spice latte.   

LION WOLF 

That sounds… Yummy.  

HWMNBN 

Wait… You’re saying I made a good coffee.  

RUTH 

Not just a good coffee. One of the best coffees the Chamber Pot of 

Secret’s could ever make. Come with me and I will show you the 

magical potion you brewed.  

LION WOLF 

Can I come too? 

 

RUTH 
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Sure. Why Not! 

 

NARRATOR 

And so they went back to Hagwarts and Chamber Pot of Coffee 

Secret’s. They developed the Pumpkin Spice Latte by Anonymous 

(He Who Must Not Be Named) and it became world renowned for 

it’s deliciousness and  

They all… 

 

ALL 

LIVED HAPPILY EVER AFTER.  

The end.  

 


